Chapter Three
Patterns in Space Parish Villages in the Landscape
The most striking feature of southeastern Indiana's parish villages is the way they are placed into the landscape. Each village is sensitive to its setting, seeming to serve as a center for its location without dominating or obliterating natural features. Each resolves complex issues of iconography, visibility, access, convenience of function, spatial hierarchy, and procession.
The sixteen parish villages of southeastern Indiana are a 'collective' of sorts--closely related in numerous details of siting and design. Each village is dearly part of a larger whole. Yet, there is enough variation in design among them to give each a distinctive identity. And, as we will see later in this study, the Church's role in this particular time and place was not a matter of dictating a design 'template' from a distant Diocese, but a much less autocratic one, an assertion which is supported by the early settlement history of Catholics in the region, in which parishes were founded and planned before being 'found' by priests. Perhaps the unity of design comes from a shared folk tradition, loosely based on European parish villages but influenced by American design concepts, as well. Although we cannot recapture in this study all of the origins of the folk tradition, we may be able to flesh out the nature of the design pattern which informed all the parish villages.
Let us turn now to a more detailed exploration of the design features which the parish villages share in common and the ways in which each parish has made its own distinctive choices within the design framework which unites them all.
[109]
Siting of the Village
Our study of the design of St. Peter over time has demonstrated that the choice of site and the development of the site involve webs of complex decisions. Contemporary observers simply cannot know all of the reasons behind these decisions, but parish records, as we have seen, can assist on
some questions, and the parish villages still stand in the landscape to guide
US.
In St. Peter, three points of consistency emerge in regard to the siting of the village, and these have been confirmed in my study of other parish villages. First, the German Catholics who built these parish villages were, like Conzen's Stearns County settlers in Minnesota, founders, not latecomers.1 They selected whenever possible undeveloped land, though closely surrounded by settled land, and they purchased the land as a group so that they could build a Catholic parish village.2
This point is important because it means that religion is the central organizing force in the planning of the parish villages. Therefore, the church and its supporting structures are at the center, and are the dominant focus of each village.
A second point of consistency among parish villages is that the natural features of the site are always exploited and enhanced, even though the way this is done may change through the years. In St. Peter, parishioners chose to build on two high knolls, with a small stream running between them, despite
__________________
1 Kathleen Neils Conzen, "Making Their Own America: Assimilation Theory and the German Peasant Pioneer," German Historical Institute, Washington, D.C., Annual Lecture Series #3. (New York: Berg Publishers, 1990), p. 32.
2 There are a few exceptions to this rule: St. Mary's of the Rocks, Raymond, parish lands were purchased from prior settlers of English ancestry, the Osborns. However the group did purchase land together in order to build a parish village. St Maurice parish, Napolean, and St. Anthony's parish, Morris, were both founded within developing towns and did not seek to separate themselves as Catholic villages.
[110]
acres of nearly flat land to the south and east which were also owned by the Church. Over the years, the buildings, walls, walkways, and trees consistently worked with the strong hand that nature dealt: two rises in the land, divided (and connected) by a low point.
Enhancement of the site's natural features included, as discussed earlier, the planting of new trees below the Church for shade and also along entry walks for an increased sense of procession. Walls were built to enhance the sense of enclosure of the site. At street edges, particularly, walls, fences, and trees were added to increase the sense of separation of Church functions from the more mundance functions in the parish—a separation which the low hills had already begun to provide.
However, the examination of St. Peter parish over time also illustrates a third maxim: that the parish designers did not hesitate to transform the site when necessary to achieve the desired effect. the most obvious example at St. Peter was the massive filling-in and leveling-out of the low area between church and school, to make the space more suitable for the Labor Day bazaar tents and for large numbers of people, as well as for ordinary Church parking. This project involved removal of large sugar maple trees, re-grading of a very large site, and laying of culvert to route the water under the Church property and road, to empty on another parcel of land across the road. It is likely that additional fill was hauled in, if insufficient earth was available from school and cemetery lands. Eventually, this level area was paved.
This transformation changed the look and feel of the parish village from an uneven, shady, earth-and-gravel green space to a crisp, open, clean- edged, level, paved space. From feeling somewhat 'filled' with large trees, it became open or 'empty', a void. The filling now occurs only during the
[111]
church bazaar and, to a lesser extent, when the void is used for church parking.
Siting and Landscape Design: Emphasis on Natural Features
Although there are a few parish villages in the study area whose location on a smaller site or in a more urban-like setting may leave little room for landscape sensitivity, most, like St. Peter, do show evidence of strong use of natural features in site planning. As a result, each of the parish villages has a unique site plan.
For example, let us briefly compare the siting of St. John the Evangelist parish, Enochsburg, to St. Mary of the Rocks parish (Haymond), and St. Nicholas parish.
The parish village of St. John the Evangelist Catholic Church is called Enochsburg. It is sited on a high ridge, in one of the most rural, unspoiled parts of the region. Quite remote compared to many of the parish villages, Enochsburg is not on the shortest route to anywhere. To reach it, visitors must climb rolling to steep terrain, which levels out only when the village itself is reached.
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The designers of this village placed the church and related structures on the inner edge of a broad curving road, so that they are enclosed by the arc of the curve. The Church is on a north-south axis and is entered on the north. This is not the ideal alignment—in which Christian churches since antiquity have been built on east-west axes and entered on the west. However, another ideal is the placement of the gable end of the Church towards the road, and this ideal is met. All of the parish Churches in the study area except St. Paul at New Alsace, one of the very earliest, fulfill this ideal.
Buildings and fences pull right up to road's edge, but a row of tall spruces screens the Church and parsonage and sets the complex apart.
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The most scenic part of the site is behind the Church, where gravestones in rows make curving bands of white over the rolling landscape. Where the land drops away more precipitously, a wooded edge has been maintained, giving the cemetery enclosure.
[113]
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A shrine has been placed in the southwest corner to draw visitors to that place of meditation.
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Like St. Peter, St. John the Evangelist eventually needed a new cemetery. It was added across the street from the Church, with both its gates and a crucifixion sculpture placed on axis with the church doors. Upon leaving the Church, parishioners see rows of grave markers disappearing
[114]
over the hill, farmers' fields beyond, a band of forest enclosing the world, and always the crucifixion at the center.
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St. Mary of the Rocks parish is sited on a high bluff above Pipe Creek.3 The road runs straight for only three hundred yards before it twists to skirt landforms at either end of the village, and it is within this linear portion of the road that the parish village is laid out.
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____________________________
3 Sister Mary Gilbert Kelly, Ibid. Founders of parish villages frequently sited them near creeks. In his progress report to his successor, Father Ferneding tallied the parishes—most, as yet unnamed, by reference to their creeks, which were named.
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The Church, rectory, teachers' residence, and cemetery are set back about seventy-five feet from the road, with the Church on an east-west axis and entered on the west, in the traditional orientation. These features form a line paralleling the road, although their front edges are only visually, not precisely, aligned.
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[116]
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The seventy-five foot setback serves as gathering space, festival space, and parking area. Far to the north, a large masonry schoolhouse now sheathed in clapboard terminates the open space at that end, making it feel more enclosed. Similarly, the row of houses and stores on the opposite side of the road also contributes to the sense of enclosure.
The land is mostly level at St. Mary's, but it drops away to the side (north) and rear (east) of the Church. To the north, sloping well-drained land is used for the cemetery, and the school sits on a raised basement as a necessity of the steep slope.
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In the 1920's, the sloping topography to the east was exploited to create a shrine of the Immaculate Conception, in the form of a grotto. According to the parish history, "The idea of erecting such a shrine had been growing for several years and as far back as February 16, 1918 a substantial donation had been received for the purpose."4 When St. Mary's priest, Father Weishaar, returned in 1921 from a trip to the Holy Land and Europe, he began to organize the parish towards building the grotto, inspired by the shrine of the Immaculate Conception he had visited at Lourdes.
At his suggestion, the members of the congregation gathered up numerous boulders scattered on their farms and hauled them to the Church. An indentation in the hillside near the church was fashioned to form a grotto. The necessary excavation on the slope was accomplished by the men and teams provided by the parish. The mason work, at a cost of $1700, was undertaken by Koepfle Bros. and completed by
July 1, 1922.5
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The following description comes from the pastor's book of accounts:
________________________
4 Rev. Robert Gorman, Ph.D. and Rev. Joseph Grothaus, "St. Mary's First 100 Years" in "St. Mary's of the Rock & St. Cecilia: 150 Years Celebration, 18441994," xerox publication, no pagination.
5 Ibid.
[118]
Built of these boulders brought together by the faithful parishioners, the shrine may truly be considered a monument to their zeal and devotion to there heavenly patronness.
It was so placed that the church appears to be completely built directly over it, suggesting the conditions followed at Lourdes. Rustic stairways connect with the walks on either side of the church and form a pleasing entrance as well as provide ample space for processions. During the summer months tourists from neighboring towns and cities stop to offer prayers at this as yet little known grotto and admire the beautiful setting
nature has so kindly provided.6
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Hundreds of people visit the shrine at St. Mary of the Rock every August 15, the day on which the Church celebrates the Assumption.
The aerial view of St. Mary's shows the entire parish village except for the school, which is to the left, just off the photo, and the grotto, hidden behind the Church. Although one can't see the contours of the land in this photo, the thick line of trees behind the cemetery marks the steep bluff to Pipe Creek. The entry path to the rectory, like that at St. Peter, is defined by an allée of enormous spruce trees. The linear order is so dominant in the photograph, its hard to realize that the village occupies the only linear stretch of road for some miles.
___________________
6 Ibid.
[119]
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[120]
The parish village of St. Nicholas lies on an elevated knoll just above Ripley Creek, in a beautiful wooded creek valley. It is one of the few parish villages in the area which visitors still approach through dense woods, bridging the creek just before turning into the village.
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The most striking feature about the village plan of St. Nicholas is that the buildings are aligned in relation to the slope and to the cardinal points, rather than to the road. The ridge runs north-south, giving the church the preferred east-west orientation, with entry on the west. The front edges of the buildings are not aligned precisely in the manner indicated on the plan, but they are arranged in an approximate line, with the teachers' residence forward of the other buildings.
There is a large parking area below the ridge, placed in front of the buildings, like the parking area at St. Mary's. This space is also used for a playground and gathering space. A smaller, semi-enclosed courtyard behind the old teachers' residence serves as a second gathering place. It is shaded by the church to the south and by the teachers' residence to the west. It has shade trees within it, and open corners allow westerly breezes in.
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As we have noted at St. Peter's and St. Mary's, a double row of mature spruces create an allée leading to the door of the rectory at St. Nicholas.
[122]
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Interestingly, in the present-day arrangement of circulation between buildings and the road, this tree-lined path to the rectory is not actually used by visitors. The stairs and drive which climb the hill are located between church and school, or directly at the school. Once up, people move between buildings along a wide pathway which connects them, always at the upper level of the site. The non-functional aspect of the double row of evergreens suggests the possibility that they may have been placed for aesthetic or symbolic reasons only, rather than for definition of a processional walkway. However, I find it more plausible that the path was simply abandoned when the trees grew so large that they blocked access, as was the case at St. Peter.
In siting the rural parish churches, the concept of the processional, so important in Christian ritual, has been extended out into the landscape.
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The ideal pattern of approach to the churches, as seen here in two views of the approach to the parish of St. Charles, Millhousen, is to travel through a natural landscape of fields and woods through which one eventually sees the Church spire, while still some distance from it. This view of the Church appears and disappears, depending on terrain and tree cover, although the sound of the Church bell may add to the sense of anticipation.
[picture did not copy]
At the edge of the parish village, the landscape 'closes in’ tightly, to the view of an orderly collection of buildings, with edging of fence or hedge or wall leading the eye, finally, to an 'opening', a broad space acting as a forecourt for the largest and finest building, set back from the road, the Church.
Photographs taken by Rev. P. Marcus in the first decade of the twentieth century are evidence of the importance of this 'scenographic' procession among early visitors to the parish villages. Marcus did not always wait until he reached the village itself to begin snapping photographs, but shot several of them from some distance away, indicating that he was fully
[124]
aware of the skilfully planned visual unfolding of the village, beginning some distance prior to his actual arrival.7
Marcus' photograph of Enochsburg places the church at the left edge of the frame, its cemetery not yet enclosed by a wall of trees, as it stands today. Moving from left to right, the viewer can just perceive the curve of the road which shapes the village by looking for fronts of houses and mentally connecting them. This view is revealed to the visitor upon reaching the hilltop after a long, partially wooded climb.
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Marcus' photo of St. John's parish, Dover, conveys a slightly 'urban' quality, suggested by a series of parallel enclosures—hitching post, trees, sidewalks, picket fences, and a grassy earth berm—as well as by the fact that houses and shops are so close to the edge of the road. This slightly denser weave is characteristic of the parish villages, and can be seen as a climax following the gradual progression of density from large, open agricultural fields, to smaller farms closer to the road, and finally to the closely spaced,
_____________________
7 Rev. P. Marcus, photos from the collection of Carl and Lois Bohman.
[125]
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close-to-the-road expression of the parish village itself, as described in Chapter One. However, the parish buildings themselves nearly always pull back from the road a bit, allowing an open court in front for gathering and parking. This sets the parish apart slightly, distinguishing its structures from ordinary commercial and residential buildings in the village by virtue of the size of the space in front, implying greater numbers of people who use it.
Rev. Marcus' photograph, "St. Philomena Oak Forrest, Ind 1901" illustrates the village planning concept just mentioned quite well: from a distance, we can see the small houses and stores edging up close to the road, just as we saw in the photo of Dover. The church, now called St. Cecilia, steps
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[126]
back from the road to create a large forecourt.8
The priest waiting in his carriage gives this photo special interest. Could this be Father Marcus? Or is it a friend who came along for an outing on a beautiful summer's day? It is striking to think that almost 100 years ago, someone was photographing parish villages in the landscape, just as I have done.
The last of Father Marcus' photos showing the processional aspect of the design of parish villages is entitled " St. Leon from South 1906." The priest has stopped his horse on a hill perhaps two or three miles south of St. Joseph's. At this time, the spire at St. Joseph's was the tallest among parish villages, at 120 feet high, and it truly dominates the landscape, soaring far above the tree line.9 Some time after 1937, "the tall church steeple became dangerious (sic) due to rotting beams" and Father Ebnet "had it lowered for
safety."10
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__________
8 In this photograph, note the row crops enclosed by a hedge and the snake fencing' negotiating this hairpin turn.
9 Bernadette (Bernie) Stenger, "History of St. Leon," typewritten transcription of a talk given to the Dearborn County Historical Society, May 1, 1986, p. 8. Many of the pre-Civil War buildings in the study area were stripped of their towers in this manner in the mid-twentieth century. How would massive oak timbers inside a tower or cupola deteriorate so rapidly? Perhaps all had louvers, windows, or roofs which leaked? It seems more likely that these structures were vicitims of the age of engineering, when any 'old' structure was considered suspect. This 'removal of towers' zeal affected the Franklin County Seminary, the former Brookville City Hall, and many other notable early structures, although St. Joseph's is the only Church I know of.
10 Ibid., p. 11.
[127]
In my mind, this photographic collection of distant views, showing the parish villages in their landscape settings, not only illustrates the principle of procession—in which churches are planned to be visible from a distance, to pull travelers into the processional movement towards the altar as early as possible—but the photos also dearly illustrate the concept of sacred landscape. The churches dominate the landscape, symbolically elevating that which is most important to the culture; visitors can 'read' this landscape with ease.
Perhaps the most illustrative of the natural landscape features of parish villages are the cemeteries. In the village planning of the 1830's, 40's, and 50's, they were always sited on sloped land because of the need for good drainage. During the second half of the nineteenth century, many parishes expanded their cemeteries, some moving of necessity to parish lands not immediately adjacent to their churches. By the 1920's, parish priests had visited Europe and the Holy Land, and returned to Indiana with new images in mind.11 American and European designers were in an intensely romantic, naturalistic mode of landscape design, and one of the most brilliant achievements of this movement can be found in the design of Spring Grove, just west of Cincinnati, only a short distance east of the parish villages.
Perhaps in response to some of these factors, or perhaps for reasons not recorded, many of the parish cemeteries seem to have gradually moved from their early severe, bare appearance—as seen in the 1894 photo of St. Peter, with a single stark cross for inspiration—to a softer, more naturalistic expression. there are many beautiful examples, although I believe that just one will serve to illustrate the key features.
________________
11 Carl Bohman, in a conversation with the author, described priests as the most highly educated and well-traveled members of the community, in his childhood in Enochsburg.
[128]
The St. Cecilia cemetery, in Oak Forest, Indiana, lies down a curving path, some three hundred feet behind the church, a design already in place in 1885, when this plan appears.12 A square enclosure about one hundred fifty feet to a side is shown, probably to indicate a fence of some kind. This spot is a high point, looking down to the east and south over farmers' fields at a lower elevation, a very scenic view over the green and rolling landscape.
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Today, one approaches the cemetery on foot from the Church, with the gravel path soon changing to grass.
___________________
12	Atlas of Franklin County, Indiana, Ibid.
[129]
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Looking ahead, one sees a ring of spruce trees, creating a tranquil and natural enclosure. Drawing closer, one passes between the thick spruces and glimpses a large central monument with a cedar behind it, in a central grassy aisle_
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Once inside, one notices that there is an opening in the spruce enclosure, and a view into the fertile landscape is revealed.
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[130]
Walking to the edge of the opening, a farmer's pond, woods, and pasture beyond, offer an appropriate recapitulation of the beauties of a rural, agricultural life.
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Turning from the view, facing back in the way one came, one notes that the ring of trees is actually a square, and from this angle also, it is obvious that the tombstones are laid in precise rows parallel to, and perpendicular to, the enclosing lines of trees.
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Returning to the community, looking through the 'gateway' of green, one sees the parish Church in the distance, surely a reminder of the promise of eternal life.
[131]
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This cemetery at St. Cecilia can be said to to encapsulate the entire planning strategy of the parish villages: balancing the use of natural features against the linear ordering systems of the human world. Each of the parish villages, in its own way, both exploits and enhances the natural, and imposes the artificial or human-made order.
[132]
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The parish cemeteries are as remarkable for what they contain as for their ordering systems and sense of procession. Although the dead are hidden from us, each soul is represented by the stonecutter's and blacksmith's art. The pair of photos on the previous page show a view of the Oldenburg cemetery, one of the largest in the study. The variety of grave markers is enormous, with material, profile, size, and specific design motifs all displaying some variation. The broken stone in the right foreground and the small tablet next to it are indicators of a problem which all the local cemeteries have experienced. Local limestone and brownstone were used for grave markers, and the stone is too soft and porous for long-term survival. Water soaks into the stone, then freezes and causes stones to break. The freeze / thaw cycle often heaves stones out of the ground, tilting them to one side or the other. And, worst of all, the inscriptions are worn off by the wind, particularly if the stones face West, from which dominant winds blow year- round. Although parishioners try to keep up with repairs, some damage is beyond repair, so some families have begun replacing old markers with new. It is, however, indisputable that old photographs show many more grave markers than exist at present, and parish burial records confirm the loss of many markers.
The cemetery at St. Charles, Millhousen, is one of the largest, with a wealth of fine old grave markers. I have included a few examples, to indicate the rich range of designs. Note that some of the markers contain four-line German verses similar to those first documented by Gilbert Jordan in the Texas hill country.13
______________________
13 Gilbert J. Jordan, Yesterday in the Texas Hill Country. (College Station: Texas A & M University Press, 1979.) See also Terry G. Jordan's Texas Graveyards: A Cultural Legacy (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1982), chapter 5, "The Texas German Graveyard", 89-122.
[134]
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[135]
Siting and Landscape Design: 'Ordered' Emphasis
As we have seen, many of the parish villages in this study have a site design emphasis based on the exploitation and enhancement of natural features of the site, such as topography, vegetation, and views. Yet all of these village designs were also planned to have formal ordering systems, as well— the two dominant ones being (1) a loose, linear alignment of buildings, usually parallel to the road, and (2) a hierarchical relationship among buildings, with the Church dominant in centrality, size, and craftsmanship, the school second, and the rectory third in the hierarchy.
Although it may at first seem that conforming to these organizational systems would result in virtually identical parish village plans, we have seen how St. Peter used the two hills with a stream in between to break up its linear plan, how St. John the Evangelist in Enochsburg bent its linear plan so that road and buildings inscribe a tight curvilinear arc, and St. Mary turned its school at right angles to the other buildings, so that it encloses a large gathering space in front of the buildings. Although formal systems seem terribly limiting, people are endlessly creative, and the parish designers over several generations created many variations on the themes of linearity and hierarchy.
If, however, the endlessly variable natural features of the site were no longer part of the design repertoire, would the parish villages lose their variability? This is the question I would now like to explore, for there are a number of parish villages which, because of a site which is flat or limited in size, have developed village plans which do little to exploit natural features and focus much more heavily on formal systems in their designs.
Consider the case of St. Anthony, the youngest of the parish villages, its present Church being built in 1885. It is an exception to the near-universal
[136]
pattern of builders of parish villages as founders, for this village grew up in response to the coming of the railroad, with the parish founded afterward.14 In fact, the 'original town' is clearly marked on the 1885 plan, on a northeast/southwest grid; St. Anthony's parish is one of the first properties annexed, with its lot alignment running north/south.
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_____________
14 David Dreyer, Ibid. St. Anthony of Padua Parish, Morris, was founded in 1856.
[137]
Parish buildings at St. Anthony, like those in the overwhelming majority of parish villages in the study, are aligned to the cardinal points.15
On the plan of St. Anthony, the front facades of the chapel, school, and church are precisely aligned, all facing South and set back fifty feet from the road, creating a large forecourt. The chapel is no longer standing. The structure labeled 'parsonage' on the plan, a two-story painted brick house with a low chain-link fence surrounding it, is located slightly forward of the other buildings, perhaps to join the other residential properties in creating a street edge. This building is now privately owned, and another two-story brick house has been constructed behind the Church to serve as parsonage.
[picture illegible]
In this flat, almost 'urban' setting, chain-link and picket fences are used to clearly indicate property lines—St. Anthony's is the only parish to do so in this way—and to enclose the cemetery. The entire property is paved in asphalt back to the edge of the parsonage, then the line steps back farther behind the school addition.
________________________
15 The only exception is St. Martin's parish, Yorkville. This church has been rebuilt from its original (1852) configuration. However, in its present form, the Church is oriented northeast/southwest and entered from the southwest. Its front, gabled facade is perpendicular to the road, which runs northwest/southeast.
[138]
[picture illegible]
On the plan, the cemetery enclosure is shown as paralleling the angle of the railroad tracks, but today, these asphalt and chain-link edges are parallel to the buildings.
Where the paved area ends, the rear portion of the site uses a more natural palette of materials: grass covers the ground plane, with a few large deciduous trees shading home plate on the school side and a row of tall spruces protect the cemetery from traffic and noise, and give it a little privacy. In effect, St. Anthony has developed two landscapes, a hard-edged, formal one in front, in which buildings dominate, and a more natural one behind, with a green parsonage garden, cemetery, and playing fields.
[picture illegible]
[139]
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Napoleon is one of the oldest settlements in the study; it was platted in 1820.16 Located at the intersection of the Madison-Indianapolis road and the Lawrenceburg-Napoleon road, it was developed early, before German immigrants began arriving in large numbers Laid out in the manner of a larger town, though it never got that large, Napoleon's plan seems to be a variant of the New England model, with a central village green.
__________
16 David Dreyer, Ibid., 2.
[140]
The St Maurice parish established itself on prime real estate facing the green, and three other churches are located on Madison and Monroe Streets.
St. Maurice's Church is on an east-west axis, entered from the west, in the traditional model of church siting. Since this site plan was drawn, the parsonage was completed just south of the Church, so that school, Church, and parsonage are equidistant from one another.
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In recent years, a modern service building was added behind the school, the green space connecting them crisscrossed with sidewalks
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Today, the public school is no longer located on the green, and a public senior citizens' center is opening there. The Lutheran church has relocated from Madison to Versailles Street and now stands directly opposite St. Maurice, on the opposite side of the square. I spoke to Father Ripperger about his parish, and he said that nearly all his parishioners drive in from the country, a phenomenon at odds with his own boyhood experience in St. Peter, where parishioners closely surround their parish church. Because this 'town' site is so small, the cemetery is located off-site.
Certainly, St. Maurice, Napoleon, is a parish village which stands at odds with the others in a number of ways, but it is not totally unique in its 'village green' version of the linear plan. The tiny, rural parish village of St. Maurice, about fifteen miles north of the St. Maurice parish in Napoleon, is also designed on a village green concept—although in this case, it should perhaps be called a 'parish green,' since rural St. Maurice parish is truly a Catholic village, like others in this study, and no other churches are present. In this 1908 photo taken by Rev. Marcus, a priest stands with several members of his parish, including three barefoot children. A line of trees on the church side of the street will eventally shield the buildings from the noise of children playing on the green.
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For a third example of parish villages whose site designs are primarily formal and linear, rather than primarily natural, we will examine a parish village which is more typical of the study area's rural parishes—St. John the Baptist parish, Dover. St John's is the oldest parish in this study, founded in 1824, and second oldest in Indiana. It is unique in the study area, as mentioned earlier, because it was founded by Irish Catholics from Baltimore. The parish had a log church by 1842, and a first brick church by 1847, although we have no record of what these looked like.
The present church was dedicated in 1879, and the brick school and
[picture illegible]
[143]
priest's residence must have followed soon after, as all appear in their present-day positions by the 1885 site plan.
The building's facades are only approximately aligned, although their centerlines are near to perfect alignment. The Church is on an east-west axis, but is entered on the east, rather than the preferred west, dearly a compromise in response to owning land on the west side of the road. Instead of creating a large forecourt by setting the church well back from the road, the paved gathering space has been created between the Church and school, with a large service structure creating the third wall of enclosure for this large courtyard.
At St. John the Baptist parish, there is an echo of the buildings' linear theme—one which we noted earlier in the Marcus photograph—a line of street trees, probably maples, evenly spaced between sidewalk and curb.
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Further, both parsonage and school turn unusually long facades to the road: the parsonage facade is five-ranked with a full-width porch, and the school is six-ranked, making both buildings more elongated than is typical among
[144]
parish villages, and they are widely spaced to fill the whole site. St John the Baptist parish is strongly linear, near the road in an 'urban' fashion, and located on a mostly-flat site. Its cemetery, however, is a bit rolling (north edge of parish, beyond school) and the property south of the priest's residence is loosely landscaped with trees, rather like an urban park, so the village cannot be said to be completely formal in its design, but only dominantly formal.
The wonderful etching of St. John the Baptist Church from the Dearborn County Atlas shows an idealized vision of this parish, with young street trees carefully spaced, but planted further from the curb than we see them today.17 The sidewalk is far broader than in reality, almost a 'promenade' of eight feet or more. Between trees and sidewalk is a six-foot hedge, with a formal gateway at the Church entry. Enclosure is further emphasized in the etching by fences to the south and west of the property, With all of these enclosural features absent today, the parish offers a more open, expansive image in winter. In summer, the large maples enclose the site and protect it from street noise.
_________________
17 ___________. Atlas of Dearborn County, Indiana. Unlike Franklin County's atlas, which offers no illustrations of Catholic parish villages, Dearborn County includes two full-page illustrations.
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[146]
Buildings
Despite the importance of the placement of buildings in the landscape, parish villages are often seen as collections of buildings. After all, the buildings set the tone of the village—are they rustic or fancy, modest or showy? They give the village its scale—are the buildings large or small, few or many?—and they offer some information about the parish's prosperity. Because buildings nearly always refer, however obliquely, to architectural styles, which are time-specific, they also give us information about the age and growth patterns of the parish.
An architectual historian would see these buildings as patterns in time, arranging them chronologically and analyzing the style of each, perhaps hoping to place them within the oeuvre of a yet-undiscovered architect or builder. A religious historian would see the buildings as evidence of a triumphant age of expansion for the Catholic church, and heap praise upon the priests who 'built' them and the bishops who 'funded' them.
For a folklorist, however, the most important aspect of the parish buildings is that each of them represents an individual variation within a larger tradition of local parish architecture, a body of traditional work which is best understood as folk architecture. Even though the sixteen parishes were separated by distances ranging from a few miles to thirty miles, even though they were built in different years and under varied leadership, they are evidence of a shared culture.
Despite their unique features, each shows its builders' understanding of a commonly-held set of guiding principles in design and construction. Based primarily on their shared experience of Catholic parish villages in the nation-states from which they came, their visions of 'proper' and 'beautiful'
[147]
buildings for a parish village shared common roots. Commanding an intimate familiarity with the desirability and beauty of masonry construction, particularly brick, and having also experienced the new-world brick cities of Baltimore, the port where they landed, and Cincinnati, where many worked prior to moving to Indiana, the Catholic men and women, coming from rural parish villages in present-day Germany, France, Austria, and Switzerland, shared more than just religion, they shared a vision of the world they wanted to build. Although it is far beyond the scope of this project to document the old-world and new-world precedents to the Indiana parish villages, an analysis of the parish buildings themselves can show us the nature of the shared vision.
Parish villages in this study contain a minimum of three buildings: a church, a school, and a rectory.18 Parishes with enough land and parishioners may have more buildings than this, usually additional schools or a second rectory for sisters who taught in the schools, plus modern office, storage, and garage structures.
These buildings are always hierarchical in their design. Both by their relative size and by the amount and quality of detail in their designs, the buildings are always 'ranked' in order of importance: the Church is grandest, followed by the school, then by the rectory. Of the two means of expressing relative importance—size and detail—it is detail which most reliably ranks the 'middle' and 'bottom' buildings on the hierarchical scale, since function's demands are sometimes at odds with symbolic ones.
The original school at St. Cecilia church served a small number of children and was thus extremely small—two rooms and an entry, only one
_______________
18 The only exceptions to this are St. Pius and St. Cecilia, which have remained missions. However, some of the parishes have removed their school buildings, once the schools stopped functioning
[148]
story in height. Compared to any of the parish rectories (St. Cecilia, as a mission, does not have one), this school would be smaller. But the design features of the school, including raised entry, round-top windows and door, central oriel window, upturned cornice lines at the entry gable, dedication placque, and square tower element with its own belfry and steeple, make it clear that this little school is a miniature of the church itself.
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It is interesting that the power structure expressed in the trilogy of key buildings is not necessarily what one would expect. After all, what is more important to a parish village than its priest? I puzzled over the rectory's place at the bottom of the hierarchy. Symbolically, though, the house only represents the priest's life as a man; it is within the church that he takes on his sacred identity. In a community of sturdy but modest houses, it would have seemed inappropriate for the parish priest to have anything other than the very best Georgian or I-House made of brick—or, later, two-story brick Victorian— with a nice porch on front.19 The element which, when present,
19 Sisters were not treated as well, apparently. Over and over in parish histories, we find accounts of priests needing better quarters. When the new rectory was complete, they turned their old quarters over to the sisters.
[149]
most strongly sets the rectory apart from other local houses has nothing to do with the building itself—it is the double row of spruce trees, described earlier, which gives the rectories a powerful and unmistakable identity. Included below are three rectories to indicate a range of examples: St. John the Evangelist, Enochsburg, St. Paul, Dover, and St. Joseph, in St. Leon.20
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______________________
20 Since the enormous spruce trees make it difficult to photograph the buildings behind them, I have chosen examples of rectories without the allée.
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Another reason for the high position of schools within the hierarchy of parish buildings is that early Catholics in rural Indiana placed enormous emphasis on Catholic education. As stated by Ignatius F. Horstmann, bishop of Cleveland:
. . . my dear father you can tell your faithful people that a parish without a parochial school is not a Catholic parish. The parochial school is a rock foundation, the soul of the future. Their divine faith understood fully is the most precious inheritance parents can leave their children. With it practically lived up to they will gain heaven. Without it all else is valueless—a priest's work without a parochial school can only be half done and is very discouraging.21
Jay P. Dolan, in whose writing I encountered this passage, comments,
Though Horstmann's views may seem exaggerated, they represented a point of view in which the school, not the church, was the hope of the future. Such a dedication to the parochial school gave Catholicism in the United States a special imprint that set it apart from that in other nations.22
______________________
21 Cited in Jay P. Dolan, The American Catholic Experience, Ibid. , 242, who states that the passage is quoted in Joseph H. Lackner, S.M., "Bishop Ignatius F. Horstmann and the Americanization of the Roman Catholic Church in the United States" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, St. Louis University, 1977,238.)
22 Dolan, Ibid.
[151]
The level of support for parochial schools among nineteenth century immigrant groups varied, according to Dolan, with Germans and French Canadians being most committed— each seeing the parochial school as essential to the survival of language, culture, and faith.23
Parish schools in the study area are substantial masonry buildings— nearly all brick— and are generally two stories in height. They are typically tripartite in plan (classrooms on either side of an entry hall) and two part (two stories) in section. The two most common functional arrangements were
(1) lower grades in the downstairs classrooms and upper grades above, and, less commonly, (2) classrooms below and sisters' living quarters above. The second layout seems to have served as a short-term arrangement in some parishes when separate living quarters for the sisters had not yet been completed.
The large, two-story schools are made possible, in part, by the designation of parish schools as local 'public schools' first by the public township and, later, by the school corporation; this meant that they received public funding. In the 1830's and 1840's, having a Catholic school designated the public school made sense, since some rural populations in Indiana and Ohio were almost entirely Catholic, and since this was a period when concepts of public and private education were still evolving. However, it is not widely known that this arrangement continued, at least in this rural Indiana study area, until 1971, when the Catholic schools were decommissioned by public school corporations.24
_____________________
23 Ibid., 281. Dolan notes that parochial schools were made more feasible among these groups because of their tendency to cluster together in specific regions— French Canadians in New England mill towns and Germans in the urban and rural Midwest.
24 Public funding of parochial schools also occurred in predominantly- Catholic areas of Arizona, in towns like Lowell, Mass., Milwaukee, Wisc., Hartford and Middletown, Conn., and in some New Jersey towns, 1830's-1860's.
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As we have already seen in the example of the diminuitive St. Cecilia school, many of the early parish schools shared the same massing and details as their churches displayed, particularly the suggestion of a central 'tower' or extended bay. Round-top or pointed-arch windows and limestone dedication placques like those on churches are also common on early schools.25 Included below are photographs of existing schools, to give a range of examples: St. Nicholas (near Sunman), St. Maurice (rural), and two of St. Paul's schools (New Alsace), the first older, the second newer.
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_________
Carl F. Kaestle, Pillars of the Republic (New York: Hill & Wang, 1983), 1667, cited in Dolan, American Experience, 266. Conzen also documents this arrangement in the rural parishes of Sterns County, Minnesota, in "Making Their Own America: Assimilation Theory and the German Peasant Pioneer," in German Historical Institute, Annual Lecture Series #3 (New York: Berg Publishers, 1990), 28. The removal of public school designations for parish schools in 1971, and thus removal of public funding, precipitated the closing of the majority of parish schools.
25 Because of their long history and conserving ways, most parish villages have several school buildings from different periods and representing a variety of styles— most now converted to other uses since their decommissioning. Features mentioned above occur very consistently on the first masonry schools, built at about the same time as the churches, less so on more recent school buildings.
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In chapter two, 'Patterns in Time," we saw that each of the parish building designs at St. Peter's was influenced by the architectural styles popular during the period it was constructed. This is true of building designs
[154]
in the other parish villages, as well. However, it is not through style that the designs of these buildings are related, and nowhere is this assertion clearer than in the case of parish churches.
Each of the sixteen parish churches in this study presents a mixed stylistic array of features from three dominant 'church' styles of the mid- nineteenth century, when they were built: Greek Revival, Romanesque Revival, and Gothic Revival.26 The only generalizations which I can make about their use of styles are: (1) the strongest references to Greek Revival style occur only in the earliest-built churches, (2) the majority of the churches were designed with Romanesque and Gothic Revival as dominant styles, on both interior and exterior, and (3) none of the churches have Greek Revival interiors.
Yet there is a strong connection between the architectural appearance of the sixteen churches that goes beyond style. Shrugging off their stylistic features like so much excess finery, the churches really beg to be understood at a deeper level. So, rather than comparing the churches according to style, let us examine them as examples of a type. Within folk tradition, 'types' can be thought of as mental models, conceptual frameworks upon which individual designers and groups of builders can compose their ideas. People with a shared culture share a variety of 'types,' whether types of music, stories, or buildings.
Although American scholars have documented in some detail the ranges of settlement types, house types, and barn types found in various folk
__________________
26 Nineteenth-century 'Revival' styles share many features, since they were invented as re-interpretations of related and evolving styles of the past. Still, the parish buildings of this study are difficult to classify, since designers often chose roughly equal numbers of features from the styles they favored, leaving no style dominant.
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communities and their extended regions, there has been no effort as of yet to document churches or rural parish villages as folk types.27
Here in the southern Indiana study area, we have a group of sixteen Catholic churches in rural parish villages, all built between 1845 and 1885, by farm families from European nation-states now part of Germany, France, Switzerland, and Austria. As I have shown in Chapter One, the people here share an entire settlement culture and response to the landscape. Not covered in this project, but also found in the area, are consistent ranges of house and barn types, including some very distinctive ones found in the United States only where German-American folk settlements occur.28
All of the evidence points to a shared folk culture among the sixteen parish villages. The churches, symbolically at the heart of this culture, should be strongly a part of it.
Let us begin our analysis of the characteristics of the parish church "type" with the interior of the church. Making a sectional cut lengthwise through the building, a few features can be noted.
__________________
27 Fred Kniffen began the work of identifying folk house types in the 1930's.
28 For about ten years now, I have been working with teams of architecture students to document houses, barns, and farm layouts in the area of St. Peter, Indiana. The growing evidence is for a consistent shared culture as expressed in house, barn, and farm types. Although the majority of these, such as the I- House and the Double Crib Barn, place the area squarely within the Upland South American folk region, a few of the 'types' are distinctively of German origin—such as the Continental Three-Room House, the German (or Pennsylvania) Bank Barn, and the cantilevered-overhang log barn documented by Harry Gammerdinger and J. Sanford Rikoon in "The Log Barns of German Settlers in Jefferson Township, Dubois County, Indiana," in
Indiana Folklore and Oral History
[156]
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As in many traditional churches, the design of the Indiana group of parish churches emphasizes the sense of processional. The floor level is raised from grade, so parishioners are led up a flight of stairs into a low- ceilinged narthex, located beneath the choir loft, which has an interior stair of its own to one side. The narthex serves as a transition between the outdoors and the high-ceilinged space to come. Upon entering the main body of the church, the ceiling expands upward and includes vaulting visually supported by columns and arches. Attached to one of the right-side columns is a raised pulpit with its own spiral stair. The main altar is raised a few steps, and an altar rail visually separates the most sacred part of the church from the people. There are also two smaller side altars, one to the Blessed Mother, to the left of the main altar, as you face it—the former women's and children's side— and one to St. Joseph, St. John the Baptist, or St. Anthony on the right side of it—formerly the men's side. The curved wall enclosing the altar and the sacristies behind the altar provide service areas for preparations for mass, and are volumes which were always added some time after completion of the
[157]
main building. A printed verse appears in Latin in the arch centered just above the altar.
When moving through the tall open space, one senses an even rhythm of stained glass windows along both side walls, along with the repeating stations of the cross which lie between them. In the parish churches of this study, there are three types of stations of the cross: (1) fresco paintings, typical of Romanesque-style interiors. Only a few of these survive today, although the majority of local churches had them at one time. (2) paintings in gilded frames, and (3) sculptures delicately tinted with color, placed on ornate, wall-mounted bases. Along the walls, the rhythms of all these features are held together by the 'sostenuto' of the continuous wainscoting which runs horizontally beneath them.
In the sectional view29 one perceives the volume as being divided horizontally into three parts: the dark wooden floors and pews on the lowest level, the rhythm of walls / windows / stations leading the eye towards the altar—all at the middle level—and the soaring, complex vaulted ceiling above. The church's volume is divided into three parts vertically, as well: the main altar, central aisle, and seating are the major volume in the center , defined by columns at the edges. The side aisles, side walls, and side altars are tall, narrow slices of space lying beyond the columns.
All of the features in the preceding description are shared by all sixteen churches, although in the smallest parishes, some of the more expensive features, such as stained glass and sculptures to serve as stations of the cross were never acquired. Similarly, in the very smallest of the churches, such as St. Pius, the choir loft at the entry has also been omitted.
_______________________
29 Section and plan used in the diagrams are actually drawings of St. Peter's. The churches are similar enough so that the example should serve for all.
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Examining the typical church's floor plan, we can see even more clearly the way the design emphasizes procession. The doors bring the people in on axis, so that their eyes are focused on the main altar at the far end of the church. All of the original parish altars are quite striking. St. Peter's main altar is an ornate, gilded, hand-carved wooden one, painted white. Within its tripartite design, a trilogy of fine oil paintings are the central focus. The painter, Johann Schmitt, is said to have studied in Cincinnati.30
For all of the milestones of Catholic life, the procession down the aisle to the altar is an essential part. For some sacraments, such as Holy Baptism and Holy Matrimony, only selected members of the parish join the 'march down the aisle,' while others observe attentively, participating mentally but not physically, until the end of the ceremony, when, standing, they turn to follow the celebrants with their bodies, or, at minimum, with their eyes. At Holy Communion, all the members of the parish join the march' in turn, in a choreography undoubtedly as ancient as it is elegant: entering the center aisle, in order, from their kneeling positions in the pews, they walk towards the altar in two columns, hands clasped before them. They take the wine and wafers while kneeling at the main altar, then return to their original positions, hands still folded, using the two outer aisles.31 Although the meaning behind each of the Catholic sacraments goes deep into its system of
___________________
30 There may have been a number of altar-paintings by Schmitt in local churches, but St. Peter and St. Michael (Brookville) appear to be the only churches with paintings which have survived. The paintings at St. Michael were taken down as part of a modernization, but one of the sisters stored them in an attic, so they do survive. I have only recently learned that St. Peter has been contacted by a scholar hoping to study Schmitt's work.
31 Catholic friends and relatives from other places—usually big-city suburban parishes— have commented to me that services at St. Peter are extremely conservative compared to their own experiences. Apparently, the folded hands are a feature of the Communion ritual not often seen today in the United States.
[159]

religious belief, the processional aspect, I believe, can also be read at a different level, as an expression of coming together as a community. Members of the community are declaring their membership, offering their support, by being skillful participants in the 'dance of ritual, which is based on procession.
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	The floor plan also shows the overlapping of the two formal systems which structure it: the central aisle and main altar at its end divide the space into two halves. Yet, as mentioned above, the two side aisles, terminating in their side altars, create a perception of three areas of focus within the space.
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In Chapter Two, we saw the way in which St. Peter had gradually added interior features as donations from parish societies were made. We also saw an early photo of St. Peter's interior taken by Rev. P. Marcus, O.F.B. Marcus' photographs of two other parish interiors make it possible to compare churches' designs despite the fact that many have been altered in recent years.
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St. Charles Church, Millhousen, is one of the churches which Marcus photographed. We can see the side altars with their own frescoes, brought forward a bit compared to St. Peter's Church, including Mary on the left and Joseph on the right. The ceiling vaulting is visible, as well as a domed ceiling over the main altar, which has its own very striking fresco painting. Rather than a large wooden altar with oil paintings set into it, as we see at St. Peter, St. Charles has a low altar with a central fresco painting above it. If you look very closely, you can see that two additional frescoes have just been started to the left and right. The incription, in Gothic script, reads 'Gloria in Excelsis Deo et in terra pax hominibus bonae voluntatis.' St. Charles is quite wide compared to some of the parish churches; the side aisles are pulled in from the outside walls, so there are four sections of seating, rather than three.
[161]
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It is clear in Rev. Marcus's photo of St Paul's Church, New Alsace, that the interior has a vaulted ceiling, but it is lower in height than St. Charles. The main altar treatment, a low altar backed by three bold frescoes, is similar to that of St. Charles. Although we can just barely see the side altars, we cannot see which figures are represented. The altar rail and location of side aisles are similar to those found in early photos of St. Peter, and we can clearly see the raised pulpit. Notice the very high wainscot on the left, and the framed paintings to represent stations of the cross.
Although we do not have information about all sixteen churches, the early interior photos, when placed with existing conditions of the church interiors, do seem to suggest a pattern of spatial and decorative expression which is highly consistent. Cost of maintenance sometimes caused parishioners to remove original features—for example, this is said to be the reason why most of the frescoes were painted over. One or two churches even installed dropped ceilings beneath the vaulting. It remains a struggle for many of the smaller parishes to keep up with building maintenance costs, but the wish to preserve original features appears to be stronger today than in the 1970's.
Sadly, many of these churches have now lost most of their original interior features, including frescoes, communion rails, statuary, and even
[162]
altars. At least one lacks wooden pews and the parishioners sit on folding chairs. Most of the changes to the interior appear to have taken place following Vatican II, when many aspects of ritual and liturgy were modified.
One parishioner, who asked not to be named, recalled his horror and shame at being asked to help remove the large, ornate altar from his parish church. 'Father wanted it out, and he made us come in, in the dead of night and take it out, so nobody could stop him. . . I can still remember the enormous crash when it hit the floor.. I still have one of those little gold crosses from the top of it. .
Turning now to the exteriors of the churches: they are all masonry, and all but one are brick. By comparison to the rich interiors, the exteriors of the churches seem quite plain. Their primary composition is clear, simple, and extremely consistent: a rectangular box with a low to moderate-pitched roof, into the front of which a square tower is placed. Placement of the tower is always centered, and it extends forward partially from the front wall—a condition which is described as 'semi-engaged.'
The square tower is the focal point of the structure. It serves as the main entry and reflects precisely the axis of the central aisle which lies behind it, leading to the main altar. As it extends upward, at least three parts will be articulated above the roof line: the square tower extension, a louvered belfry, and a slate-covered steeple topped with a cross.
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This vertical extension is quite tall, so that its height above the roof line is approximately equal to the primary mass of the church.
The rectangular box is divided into bays. The front, as we have seen, is always divided into three bays, with the tower serving as the central bay and defining the other two. The church's sides are broken into three, four, or five side bays, depending on the length of the side. Five bays is by far the most common number. The side bays are defined by vertical bands of brick which extend out from the rest of the wall, usually by only an inch or so, called 'pilasters.'
In regard to placement of openings, the tower bay is the tallest and thus contains the largest number of openings, about four on average, one of which is always a shallow recess made to receive a sandstone or limestone dedication stone, containing the name of the church in Latin and its date of dedication. The adjacent bays on the front elevation, also quite tall, may only contain, at most, two openings per bay--one below and one above. Many churches have no openings at all in these flanking bays. As originally built, rear walls often had windows, as we saw in St. Peter's Church. However, with the addition of the sacristies, rear walls of churches do not have openings.
Running horizontally all around the exterior walls, usually just below the cornice, is a special kind of brickwork called 'corbeling,' described in our
[164]
description of St. Peter's Church. 'Corbel' comes from the French corbel„ which means 'raven,' and its meaning was extended to refer to any beak-like projection of masonry, a device used since ancient times for structural reasons.32 Nineteenth-century masons developed a decorative version of this technique, in which patterns are created by cantilevering selected rows of bricks, by rotating them at 45 degree angles to the wall, by using specially-cut bricks, or by using a combination of these manipulations. The most skillful use of these decorative corbeling techniques can create dense patterns of light and shadow, can imitate dentils or scallops like those carved in wooden cornices, and can add character to a featureless wall. It is obvious that the masons who built the rural Indiana churches were master craftsmen, fully up to the challenge of building fine masonry churches.
In folk architecture, the defining principle may be stated as 'variation within tradition.' 33 Over time, a community of people develops a way of building. Types' emerge—house types, barn types, fence types, village types— even, perhaps, church types. People who value their own culture often look within it for ideas, rather than always outside it, and one community's 'type' quickly gains acceptance in a network of like-minded individuals, even when distances between them are fairly large. The number of corresponding features among the sixteen parish churches suggests that, to be understood, they really must be seen as a collective, a group of architectural works which are all variations of a traditional type.
_______________
32 Banister Fletcher, "Glossary of Architectural Terms," in History of Architecture, Op. Cit.,1261.
33 Henry Glassie, The Spirit of Folk Art: The Girard Collection at the Museum of International Folk Art (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc.), 1989. This is a paraphrase of one of several definitions of folk art explored by Glassie.
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	How can variations occur within such a restrictive type as this 'church type' seems to be? Many designers would throw up their hands at a design project in which so many major decisions have already been made. To explore this question of how the variations occur, let us take a closer look at two levels of the type's conceptual frame: (1) rules for towers, and (2) rules for creating bays.34
	A quick summary of the typological features of the tower: (1) inset into the front facade of the rectangular solid (2) centered in this solid (3) extends forward only partially from the front wall (semi-engaged) (4) focal point of the structure (5) serves as main entry (6) at least three segments above roof line: square tower extension, louvered belfry, slate-topped steeple with cross (7)height of extension above roof approximately equal to height of primary mass of church ( proportion 1:1 ) (8) approximately four centered openings, one of which is the dedication stone. Typological features of bays: (1) front divided into three bays, side divided into three, four, or five bays, depending on the length of the side (2) Division into bays achieved by vertical pilasters (3) Horizontal banding of the sides created by corbeling. These define the tops of the bays and may define the bottoms of bays, as well (4) Openings in front bays: tower, any number; flanking bays, maximum one upper and one lower per bay (5) Openings in side bays: one per bay.
	St. Joseph's Church, in St. Leon, presents a massive appearance on its front facade, with both the size and number of openings small. Note that a
___________
34 My analysis of the local parish church 'type' is intended to be a simple, descriptive list of features and rules for assembling them, derived by working backwards from the finished churches themselves. The time element is omitted from my model: I do not attempt to place the rules in sequential order. Although most house and barn types identified by Kniffen, Glassie, and others have only a few features and rules in their typologies, my attempt to include a more comprehensive array of features and rules for combining them is loosely based on the far more detailed structural model of typology developed by Glassie in Folk Housing in Middle Virginia, Op. Cit.
[166]
pair of secondary entrances has been placed on the ground level, rather than windows. As mentioned earlier, St. Joseph's had a part of its tower removed some years after construction, so we must examine the early lithograph and photograph to see that its tower did originally conform to both the height requirement (equal to the height of the primary mass of the church) and the 'three parts above the roof line' rule for towers. Recent photographs show the pointed-arch border which masons created using the corbeling technique described earlier. Notice that the size of the pointed arch element is not standard, but varies to fit the scale of the wall, and to add interest The depth of the pointed arches' cantilever is gained by pulling each of the desired bricks forward partially, creating the small horizontal shadows seen at the base of the arches' springlines.
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Wide pilasters are used to give the walls greater richness, as well. On the front elevation of St. Joseph's, they divide the facade into two delimited halves, right and left, by defining the corners of each. Interestingly, the tower is treated in the same manner, with the added bonus of pointed arches between them. There are four openings in what remains of the tower,
[167]
counting the dedication placque. Note, too, the small niche which gives shelter to St Joseph.
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The side view illustrates that the tower is pulled forward from the primary mass of the church; only a very small part remains embedded in the church. Because the tower is pulled forward so much, it has openings on its sides, as well as its front Segments of the tower (only two remain today) are separated by a white band of trim.
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[168]
The marvelous tower on St. Paul's Church, New Alsace, was designed using a 'telescoping' effect—segments of the tower, though equal in height, grow progressively narrower as they stack upward. The four major openings in the tower are also designed to diminish progressively with height, creating a very fine and delicate proportioning system.
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Like St. Joseph's, white horizontal bands separate the segments of the tower, the tower has been pulled away from the building almost completely, and there are side openings in it. In the closeup-view photograph, the pilasters can be seen giving depth and definition to the second and third segments of the tower. A niche for St. Paul serves as one of six openings, and the dedication placque is immediately over the door, where it is easier to read.
[169]
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The scalloped effect of small corbeled arches at the gable line can barely be seen on the doseup photograph. The photo of the back of the church shows pilasters and arches being used to create a 'panelized effect on the sides of the tower, one of which is two layers deep. However, one cannot help but notice that the side of the church has no pilasters and no band of corbeling, placing it in violation of its type.
The reason for this, I believe, is that St. Paul's is the oldest of the sixteen churches.35 Of all the churches, it has been altered the most frequently and in the most drastic ways. On a sunny day, ghosts of previous window and door locations can be dearly seen on the side wall. The oldest masonry parish church still standing in the study area, The Old Stone Church in Oldenburg (1846-48), now much altered, appears to have completely lacked a tower, corbeling, and pilasters, but does appear to retain its original five tall arched side windows.
_______________________
35 Although the original brick church at St. John the Baptist, Dover, was older, it is no longer standing and I was unable to find any record of its appearance. Similarly, The Old Stone Church in Oldenburg is older, but it has been remodeled into living quarters.
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	It appears that the church type in the study area evolved here, over some years, rather than being transported directly from the old world, from a pattern book, or from an actual church in Baltimore or New Orleans (where immigrants landed and often stayed for a short time) or Cincinnati, where many lived and worked to raise money to purchase land. Images of churches from other places undoubtedly influenced the evolution of this type, but it appears to have evolved in Indiana, rather than being a pre-existing type simply put to use locally.
This collective of churches also suggest the possibility of a type which may have greater flexibility for experimentation in some parts of the rules system than other. Let us consider briefly a small group of churches which do not strictly conform to the tower requirements of this type. First, the tower at St. Maurice's, Napoleon, is not divided into segments above the roof line but rises as a single continuous tower, until it reaches the steeple. The belfry is expressed only by louvered openings in the tower.
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Two related examples can be found in St. Anne's Church, Hamburg, and St. Pius, near Sunman. The original St. Anne's is no longer standing and has been replaced by a new building, so Rev. Marcus's photo is the only record we have of its appearance. Although the church conforms to the type in every other way, the tower has been swallowed up by the primary mass of the church, leaving only the above-roof segments to suggest its presence.
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Yet pilasters follow the width of the belfry downward as a suggestion of the missing tower. Similarly, St. Pius, the smallest of the churches in the study and still a mission, lacks a semi-engaged tower, including the three-segment extension also characteristic of the type. Still, the church's designers used pilasters to suggest the tower, using their own particular masonry details, different from those at St. Anne's.
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The tower of St. John the Baptist Church, Dover, presents us with one last variation/ violation its tower is not square, but octagonal. However, the church is true to type in all other respects, the designers skilfully using corner pilasters and a corbeling pattern which resembles ribbons to compose a densely-detailed tower design.
The use of the octagonal tower offers an example of parish designers 'pushing' the rules of the type in only one category—the tower rules—in order to gently expand the possibilities and, yet remain within the type. If there were a large body of examples in this study, we might find octagonal tower examples forming a sub-type. However, given the ease with which an octagon is generated from a square, most designers would probably consider St. John the Baptist's tower a creative variation of the 'tower' rules. It was used by the only parish with Irish-American majority in the study area, and perhaps for that reason, was not repeated.
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The richness of detail in the architecture of the parish churches is achieved largely through the artistry of the masons who made them. The range of variations within the type may be further illustrated by examining examples of the side bays of the churches, where the vertical pilasters and horizontal corbeling details come together.
St. Cecilia parish church designers extended the horizontal corbeling band down from the roof edge a bit farther than in most churches, using a large-scale dentil pattern or crenellation design. Further, they fattened the depth of the pilasters, stepping them down in three levels from shallow to wide running top to bottom, thus transforming flat pilasters into three- dimensional buttresses. The crenellation band and buttresses read as an outer layer which has been draped over the simple box behind.
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St. Maurice parish church, Napoleon uses a finer-scale dentil pattern with three dentils overlaid, creating a textured appearance. Pilasters are tall and thin, more delicate, than those of other churches.
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St. John the Evangelist Church, Enochsburg, offers a handsome design in Indiana limestone, rather than brick. This medium offers special challenges to the mason, for stone is not a standardized material, laid in courses, like brick. Here, pilasters are built of oversized blocks to give them greater visual weight. The corbeling, by contrast, consists of a single row of very narrow blocks, stepped down from the roof edge so that its implied thickness matches that of the foundation wall. This gives horizontal or vertical definition to all four sides of each bay, creating the feel of an open frame laid over the wall behind.
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We noted earlier in our discussion of towers that St. Joseph's church, St. Leon, uses pointed arches in its corbeling pattern. Looking once again at its side elevation, we see that the wide pilasters and pointed arches illustrate again the effect of one layer on top of another.
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Perhaps the pinnacle of the mason's craft is found in St. Mary's church, where the effect of defined panels, one layer atop the other, is taken to a wonderfully rich expression. At St. Mary's, the simple system of vertical pilasters meeting a horizontal line of corbeled bricks has become an intricately layered series of panels, almost as if the designs had been chiseled out of, rather than applied to, the wall surface. The eye is drawn to the negative space, the innermost panel with its dark windows, rather than lingering at
the surface detail.
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It seems obvious that designing within the rules system of a 'type' is no restriction at all to the creativity of skilled craftsmen. Further, it appears that this particular 'type' has built-in flexibility in at least one part of its rules system, the tower, and greater rigidity in others, such as the required use of pilasters and corbeling to create bays. Yet, it is in the application of this more rigid part of the system, followed perfectly by all churches in the study except the oldest one, that the greatest exuberance of variation occurs.
To summarize, the sixteen parish villages are dearly part of a shared design system.. It appears that there are two landscape design subtypes, one primarily naturalistic, the other, primarily formal. Judging by the numbers of examples in each category, the naturalistic subtype is the preferred model, wherever it is possible to use it. Formal-only parish village designs are reserved for sites where there is little opportunity to work with landscape features. All sites base their parish village designs on linearity, hierarchy, and procession.
Interiors of the Indiana parish churches were, when constructed, remarkably similar. Early in 1999, I discovered Fred Peterson's fine new book, Building Community, Keeping the Faith: German Catholic Vernacular Architecture in a Rural Minnesota Parish,36 and I was struck by the precise resemblance between the interior of his study's 1885 St. John the Baptist Church in Meier Grove, Minnesota and this study's 1853 St. Peter's Church— including proportions, plan configuration, and many decorative features.37
_________________
36 Fred W. Peterson, Building Community, Keeping the Faith: German Catholic Vernacular Architecture in a Rural Minnesota Parish (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1998).
37 Ibid., 48-55. Note that the exteriors of the churches were not similar. There was one interesting difference between the two church interiors; the saints to whom side altars are dedicated are in reversed positions. In St. John the Baptist (Meier Grove), the Blessed Mother is on the right side as you face the altar; in St Peter, on the left. Peterson does not mention separate seating for men and women/children.
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Although I had not planned to venture into the origins of the parish village's design features, Peterson's example did, at first, set me thinking about the possibility of uniquely German interiors in the parish churches. However, I then encountered a section in Dolan's The American Catholic Experience 38 which caused me to re-evaluate that assumption. Dolan is describing a change worldwide from what he calls 'plain style' Catholicism during the middle decades of the nineteenth century to 'devotional style' Catholicism by the 1880's and 1890's. Church architecture reflected this major shift, as plain churches were replaced by large, expensive ones. This passage about 'devotional style' interiors caught my eye:
...most often Gothic or Romanesque in style, their interiors were elaborately decorated in a manner that visually instructed the people in the basics of devotional
Catholicism. A large marble altar, often decorated with figures of saints and angels carved into the stone, was the focal point of each church; the crucified Christ was most often portrayed above the altar either in stained glass or a painting. Smaller altars were placed at either side of the main altar in the front of the church and, traditionally, on one was placed a statue of Mary, and on the other a statue of Joseph occupied a place of honor. Stained glass windows became commonplace during this period; they usually depicted scenes from the life of Christ as well as scenes from the lives of various saints. Reflecting the trend toward the multiplication of devotions, numerous statues and pictures associated with particular devotions were placed about the church; statues of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, of St. Ann, and of St. Anthony were quite popular.39
Although a few features may differ between local parish church interiors and Dolan's generalized descriptions—wooden altars locally rather than marble, a lower-profile location for the crucified Christ, and decorative rather than
_____________________
38 Dolan, Op. Cit.
39 Ibid., 215.
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representational stained glass—the description fits the interiors of the local churches, as well as Peterson's Minnesota example, so closely as to suggest that this type of church interior may be more broadly 'devotional Catholic' than strictly 'German' in its influences, although many of the devotional
features, such as stained glass and statues, were imported from Germany. I am intrigued by the possibility that the earliest Churches in the study area, built in the 1840's, 50's, and 60's may have been designed to be 'plain style' churches. Then, they may have slowly moved towards 'devotional style' interiors with the addition of stained glass, statues, and other artistic elements in the 1880's and 1890's. This could explain the contrast between exterior and interior expression.
The exteriors of parish churches, with their subtle contrasts of brick-on-brick patterns, create a sense of modesty and restraint in opposition to lavish Gothic interiors. It is on the exterior, I believe, that we see most clearly the evidence of the churches as folk architecture. All based upon the same conceptual 'type,' the sixteen parish churches are given distinctive identities in the hands of the skilled masons who designed and built their decorative corbel-and-pilaster details, as varied and rich as their imaginations could make them, yet always within the rules of the type.
Fred Peterson's study of St. John the Baptist Church in Meier's Grove emphasizes the high regard local people have for brick—its beauty and its permanance, in particular. Here in rural Indiana, parish residents also respect brick and believe that it is the material of choice in the old country. However, unlike the Meier's Grove community, most people in the Indiana study area did not build houses of brick. Only in Oldenburg, the largest of the villages in this study, and, as the Catholic center for this small region, the wealthiest village, are a large number of houses and even barns made of brick.
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The beautifully-detailed masonry of the Indiana parish churches is work which I believe only a skilled mason could design. Any architect, priest, general contractor, or group of parish trustees who had design ideas about the kind of masonry detail they wanted to see on the church would have to work closely with a mason to achieve that effect, for the patterns require technical skill and a keen eye to accomplish. Even nuances of fractions of inches in the amount of cantilever to use, resulting in a shallower or deeper shadow line, are design decisions best made in the field, by the mason.
From site selection to re-grading the land, from tree-planting to wall- building, and from laying the cornerstone to installing the stained-glass windows, parishioners in all sixteen parishes have been actively involved for one hundred and fifty years in making life-sized folk art within a shared culture. Their rural parish villages are a highly distinctive German- American settlement type, placed within a very mixed landscape of Middle- Atlantic hamlet variants and southern crossroads settlements. Their churches, visible for miles and closely tied to 'type' but with rich individual variations, are the key to this culture and its most enduring symbol. [181]

